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Gossip girl characters ranked

The news we're waiting for finally arrives, Gossip Girl, teen TV show trash of our dreams, is rebooting. Creators Josh Schwartz and Stephanie Savage have been officially signed to revitalize HBO's Gen-Z, saying: Eight years after the original site darkened, a new New York private school was introduced to the social
surveillance of Gossip Girl. - There has been a change in the intervening years.  We don't have much information about the revival, but we always have a lot to say about the original series. So to celebrate this announcement, we present a Gossip Girl fashion piece that you never knew you wanted. Obviously it's so big
that she takes a party bus to the ball to fit her train inside, given it's not the best joke we've ever heard about an actress and it's actually a painful fact (if Vanity Fair is to believe it). The series in question is a complex Versace dress that some bad guys apparently spend 600 hours of bodice embroidery on, yet it's a major
step from the sort of hellish maxi dress and postmodern bodycon that her Gossip Girl character once made us horror with back when the show was the queen of the reigning CW. Lively may look elegant, but we can't erase her memories of ghastly prints and big earthy hats, the great grace of the Upper East Side. As you
might imagine, she doesn't fare so well in the detailed ratings of the 30 best and worst characters of Gossip Girl, which ranks from Upper East Woes to Upper East Wows 30. 29. Dan Humphrey (Penn Badgley) Babe chest hair doesn't do the same dress as throwing a coat over the old V-neck of the scabby doesn't make
you seem like a lovely cheater with the next great American novel waiting inside you. Rufus Humphrey (Matthew Settle) walks graves for the 90s grunge scene, Rufus's look is zombie, but it actually works, perhaps he's ready to rock at any time he's involved again and can do it. His flannel collection with pride, but his
leather robe and button-down combos made us want to die 25. Bart wears the dress you expect the villain in the children's cartoon to wear. Carter Baizen (Sebastian Stan) Fellas - If you're going to throw a suit, at least pair a tie with it, otherwise you'll wind up rocking Carter's hidden look, which makes him look like an
apprentice car salesman who borrowed his first set from 23 bosses. Lola Rhodes (Ella Rae Peck) looks like Lola starts out as a solid A+ but the closer she gets to being pulled into Nate's challenging orbit, the closer she looks to be f. 22 stable, Eric van der Woodsen (Connor Paolo), Eric starts out as a prepared Justin
Bieber type, but his style progresses to the point where he looks like a brother, Jonas preparing at the end of the series. 21. Cyrus Rose (Wallace Shawn) Look, Cyrus is not a notorious dresser, but we appreciate that at least he's trying with his style, maintaining consistency. This man is comfortable in slack and cardigan
and that's all that matters because men are absolute saints! While other characters are rocking the couture, poor old Vanessa is thrown through shelves selling at H&M for her everyday look. If only the sense of Jack's dress was equally sharp with his wits, he would rock a band that didn't make him look like a bank robber
on parole all the time. Damien Dalgaard (Kevin Zegers) has three words to describe everyone's favorite Upper East Side drug dealer: Patrick Bateman Bateman Jr. Louis Grimaldi (Hugo Becker) If you're hot and for Eric's wedding look in The Little Mermaid, then Louis can make a big splash in your own magic kingdom
because all his looks seem to be around 15. You are very beautiful! You're boring like you're crazy. Olivia Burke (Hilary Duff) Olivia is supposed to be a hugely popular movie. But for some reason, she dressed like a men's rights activist who protested jessica jones's panel at ComicCon 12. What counts is that when Blair
wants Dorota to spy on her, Dorota always knows how to wear scarves and oversized shades to do so with class and mystery. 11. Ivy Dickens (Kaylee DeFer) Georgina Sparks (Michelle Trachtenberg) imagines one of Disney's evil stepmothers having a child with a drunken Satanic cult leader of the Upper East Side sect,
and you get Georgia and her wicked wardrobe. Down to her shady leather gloves and oversized sunglasses. 9. Henry Bass (Alex Bento) Blair and chuck's son are the most snubed little boys in the history of everything, Nate must look at this precious little hellraiser in waiting and wondering why he can't get even a
quarter of the chic of a six-year-old boy. Choice, Nate! Nelly Yuki (Yin Chang) Bizarre, Interesting and effortlessly chic, Nelly is one of the best dress techniques ever taken in Blair 7. Body perch dress lived and died with Diana Penn No one in the history of everything will wear one with quite a lot. Eleanor Waldorf
(Margaret Colin) There's not a single moment in Gossip Girl where Eleanor looks nothing less than flawless, Mama Waldorf is an Upper East Side goddess, 'y'all! 5. Lily van der Woodsen (Kelly Rutherford) Lily may dip herself in molten gold and have karl lagerfeld tattoos of her **cheeks with his gratuity, because even
when she's in the house arrested, she still offers high-end luxury all the time. 4. Penelope Shafai (Amanda Setton), Blair's eternally loyal head minion, devotes her role down to her everyday ensemble. Although Penelope remains in the shadows as a handler and savior, and when Blair wants her, her sense of style often
pushes her to the forefront. 3. Jenny Humphrey (Taylor Momsen) We'd like to think that Jenny's style evolution is the result of Taylor Momsen just waking up on the floor of some club before working every morning and refusing to change the clothes she opens up. Either way, we love the look of her punk princess later in
the year. No, it takes some serious cajones to pull off the brash bands that Chuck does and make them look good, but somehow he does and he does it easily. He should look like a six-year-old Christian boy, but he looks like pure money. She's absolutely flawless with a dress that not only reflects her impeccable taste,
but that also shows a little bit about how she feels and what the goes down at any given moment. This is a woman dressed for battle, and her armor is a great tailoring Gossip Girl started 10 years ago this week, and throughout the six-season run of the show, my love and aversion relationship with the character changed
frequently. However, this is how they went a long way by the time it finished in 2013. 1. Blair Waldorf (Leighton Meester) Blair is playing dog juice and means - and not shy about it. However, her heart is in the right place and she will do everything to protect her family and friends. Blair's relationship with Chuck is worth the
investment. She always has the best liner, her style elegant and pristine, and she has the best housewife in TV history (we love you Dorota). Chuck Bass (Ed Westwick) Chuck started acting as a douchebag woman, but we grew up loving him with his relationship with Blair and he opened up and showed his weak side.
He has a fashion sense that the most flame of men is openly nasty and very interesting. Georgina Sparks (Michelle Trachenberg) Georgina was there with Blair for the title of Project Queen. She is the best, does not have friends, really not in their circle, but they often turn to her when they need revenge schemes or evil
schemes. Georgina is happy to be smart and a girl to get that done, and she's 100 per cent sorry. In general, he looks hot and is interested in love for all the women on the list, so that's a plus, but he's naïve and very exploitative, so it's negative. She also has more problems than rest and makes worse choices than ever,
especially with men. The character may be the most targeted of Gossip Girl, but there is much to report that Serena's life is very scandalous. Everything seems to come to her easily, which is why I always like Blair. She earned a rating for her wonderful fashion sense, although 6. She is a tragic character - desperate to
live in that elite world, but can't keep up with their plans and is always burned for it. Brooklyn never learned. She has highs and lows that matter in the series from being a school. Vanessa Abrams (Jessica Szohr) Vanessa's kind character inevitably changes as she is sucked into the elite world of Gossip Girl she ends up
playing games, scheming and blackmailing, but not as good as everyone else and whatever she is involved often comes back to bite her in the buttocks. The character falls in love with Dan all the time, even if they are better as a friend and he loves others. Vanessa also regrets sleeping with Chuck twice, once having a
threesome with Dan and her roommate Olivia (Hilary Duff) and publishing Dan's revelation without his permission. Dan Humphrey (Penn Badley), Dan as Gossip Girl puts him under the bottom right away, but he is quite low down because he is just a moaning wannabe who hates how elites treat him while desperately
wanting to let go into their circle. I've never invested in his relationship with Serena, and don't let me start with him with Blair. He also wrote a book that revealed all the scandalous things they did when he made plenty of his own. He is with all the women on this list (except his sister, obviously). Even if he pretends to be
better than Chuck. READ MORE: Why celebrities like Aston Merrygold should be banned from Strictly Come Dancing MORE: Valerian proves that Cara Delevingne can act - now she just has to stop acting in more stinkers: Why are we so affected by the separation of celebrities like Chris Pratt and Anna Faris?
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